
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

One Week Carpathian Highlights Tour (M-ID: 3005)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3005-one-week-carpathian-highlights-tour

from €1,045.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
8 days
07/07/2024 - 07/14/2024 8 days
08/18/2024 - 08/25/2024 8 days

For the enthusiastic pass road riders with less time, we can offer the Highlights of the Carpathians
as a one-week tour. Within eight days, we ride through the most beautiful passes of Romania -
Transfagaras, Transalpina, Alpina of Banat, Donaudefilee' and many more scenic roads in between.

In addition to riding fun, we still have a few small visits.
Also, the daily stages are chosen so that it is a tour for
every hobby rider and not a "motor sports event", where you
fall into bed every evening dead tired. This should also be a
vacation. To make you fit again from the daily riding fun, we
will stay in top hotels and of course our escort vehicle will
transport your luggage, so that you can relax on your bike
and waggle down all the curves - the tour is a road tour and
suitable for all machines (including sports machines).

To avoid the arrival traffic as best as possible, we start on
Sunday. This also makes it easier for riders from more
distant federal or neighboring countries to get there. The
tour will start directly in Romania / Timisoara (or Vienna).
So those who arrive by car and trailer can save the boring
first day on the Hungarian highway and ride straight
through to Romania by car. All those who arrive by
motorcycle can choose their desired speed and break
distances on the Hungarian highway without having to
follow anyone. Meeting point is in the restaurant of the first
hotel. Of course you will get a precise roadbook for this
day, which will guide you exactly to the hotel. If you wish,
your luggage will be picked up at the hotel in Vienna and
does not have to be transported on the bike. If you arrive by
car and trailer, you can park them safely in Timisoara
during your vacation (please make a reservation in
advance).

Day 1 - Sunday: Ride Vienna - Timisoara

Daily distance approx. 550 km

As mentioned, today is dedicated to the journey to Romania
- you are on the highway the entire time. This boring
necessity is done by everyone in his own way - whether fast

and continuously or slowly with many breaks, whether on
the bike or in the car with trailer. Anyway, your roadbook
will ride you safely to our first hotel. We meet each other in
the evening in the hotel restaurant and get to know each
other first. Now the real vacation can start!

Day 2 - Monday: Ride Timisoara - Eselnita

Daily distance approx. 320 km

On the first day we would like to spoil you with curves and
beautiful nature. After a ride through the foothills of the
Carpathians, we will ride along the famous Danube River (a
dream route!) to our hotel. So our tour starts right away, as
a motorcyclist can only wish. Our destination for the day is
a fantastic hotel right next to the Danube at the iron gate.
Day 3 - Tuesday: Ride Eselnita - Targu Jiu

Daily distance approx. 160 km

In the morning we take a short boat ride at the Iron Gate
and visit the famous King Decebal carved in stone.
Afterwards we ride a beautiful route through a long valley
and over a mountain with lots of curves. Afterwards we
stop at the monastery of Tismana (a monastery must be
seen on a Romania trip, some travel here just for the
monasteries). At our destination for the day, Targu Jiu, you
can either admire the artwork of the famous sculptor
Brancusi, or relax in the beer garden at the hotel - a top
restaurant is waiting for us there! You will love this day on
the bike!

Day 4 - Wednesday: Ride Targu Jiu - Sibiel

Daily distance approx. 220 km
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Another dream day in every biker's life - "Big Mama" is
waiting for us - the TRANSALPINA and the famous Urdele
pass. It is the highest pass road in the Carpathians and
therefore also the highest in all of Romania. 2145m above
sea level guarantee us wonderful distant views and
unforgettable impressions. In the evening a next highlight is
waiting for us. We will spend the night in the small village of
Sibiel on a farm. For dinner we will invite you to a typical
Romanian evening with country specialties, wine and Tuica.
There will be (not too much) folklore and music.

Day 5 - Thursday: Ride Sibiel - Brasov

Daily distance approx. 320 km

One highlight follows the next - today we ride up the most
famous pass in Romania - THE TRANSFAGARAS (voted
among the 10 most beautiful motorcycle routes in the
world). Unbelievable impressions are waiting for you, which
can hardly be captured on photos. A must in the life of
every motorcyclist! There is also a big chance that bears
will cross our way - there are quite a few of them on the
southern Fagaras. At noon we invite you to a sumptuous
farmer's picnic (all specialties bought from the farmers on
the mountain). Destination for the day is the beautiful city
of Brasov with a great designer hotel....

Day 6 - Friday: Ride Brasov - Sibiu
Daily distance approx. 175 km
In the morning we ride over a nice mountain road with a
great view to the DRACULA CASTLE of Romania - Bran
Castle. In the merchant village at the foot of the castle you
can stock up to your heart's content with Romanian sights
and souvenirs. Then continue on the country road to Sibiu.
In this beautiful small town and one of the cultural centers
of Romania we have enough time for an extensive evening
stroll.

Day 7 - Saturday: Ride Sibiu - Timisoara
Daily distance approx. 280 km or 380 km
Today you have the choice. The shorter route rides on
country roads directly back to Timisoara to our wellness
hotel. There you can relax in the pool, sauna, etc. until the
farewell party in the restaurant. Or if you still haven't had
enough of curves and mountains, you can ride up half of
the Transalpina again (this time, of course, from the other
direction) via a 100km detour and only then return to
Timisoara (note that about 40km of this route are "a bit
rough", but can easily be mastered at an appropriate speed
with any bike).

Day 8 - Sunday: ride Timisoara - Vienna
Daily distance approx. 550 km
Home journey independently - but of course if desired with
luggage transport in the escort vehicle to Vienna. From
Timisoara to Vienna rides continuously the highway.
Everyone rides when he wants and everyone can choose
his desired speed - as it began, it ends.

Well, and that's it!
A few more words about us:
We know Romania like the back of our hand for almost two
decades and we didn't just ride down a few roads to offer
you this one in addition to 37 other destinations in our
overall program. We are Romania specialists, have only this
country in the offer and as mentioned already very very

long. For a successful vacation you need more - food,
entertainment, tips, knowledge about the lifestyle, stories
and anecdotes of the country, fun and entertainment in the
evenings ... Simply the whole package!

------

This tour is provided with an escort vehicle to ensure your
comfort. This is convenient because you don't have to carry
your luggage, and instead you can enjoy your pleasant ride
to the fullest. The support vehicle is also very useful in case
of a breakdown, as you and your motorcycle can fit inside
and continue riding instead of waiting for the repair service
in the middle of the Carpathians.

We do not have "family pensions" and "nice middle class
hotels". We spend the night in the best possible houses in
each place, in order to offer you the greatest possible
comfort after a beautiful but perhaps exhausting ride.
We have guided several hundred bikers from D, Ö and CH in
the last sixteen years really satisfied through Romania.
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Countries Romania

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

4 star hotel

5 star hotel

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Bus to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Level of difficulty easy

medium

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

Per rider in shared twin/double room: €1,045.00

Per person single room (surcharge): €345.00

Included

Personal guide during the whole trip

Accompanying vehicle (closed transporter, no daily packing, luggage simply into the accompanying vehicle and
departure; also with breakdowns no problem - the bike is loaded into the loading space and further it goes up
to the next repair possibility)

Several newsletters with lots of info until the start of the trip

Detailed, multi-page checklist before departure by e-mail - incl. exact roadbook of the tour (in picture/plan
format and .gpx format for the navigation system)

Overnight stays in top hotels (mostly 4*+ category) with pool, spa, air conditioning, satellite TV,...etc.

Daily rich breakfast in buffet form

Lunch (picnic) at the Transfagaras

Dinner with beer, wine, schnapps, and folklore at the farm in Sibiel (farm party)

Guarded or locked parking for the motorcycles every night

All parking fees during the trip (in the hotels, in front of sights,...)
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Boat trip at the iron gate (statue Decebal, hidden cave,...)

All entrance fees during the trip according to the program

Not included

Everything that is not specified under services

More details

Optional additional services:

If you need a room in Vienna for the arrival and departure day, we will be happy to help you.

If you'd like to arrive by a car & trailer or van to the first hotel and park there? No problem - just let us know!

Surcharge single room:

The surcharges are not exactly low. The reason: In Romania, as in the U.S., room rates are charged, not person
rates (but there is no room at the end of the corridor, but "normal" nice large double rooms for single use). Thus
it comes to these nevertheless not small single room surcharges. But if you are alone, you can of course share
with another person who is also traveling alone. If you are interested, just let me know and I will bring you
together with another roommate who is also traveling alone. In this case you will of course stay in double
rooms with two single beds!

Maximum 14 bikes per tour
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